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Welcome, mortal, to the pages of this most forbidden tome, a blasphemous text that will guide you

down the path of collecting, painting and gaming with the Necrons int he Warhammer 40,000 game. 

The backbone of the Necron army is comprised of metallic, skeletal warriors that never truly die.

Even their most basic weaponry can strip a man to his constituent atoms in a second. those with an

inkling of the threat posed by the aeons-old Necrons fear them above all, and rightly so, for the true

terror of the Necrons lies with their divine masters, whose ultimate goal is to enslave Humanity and

gorge themselves on the essence of untold billions.
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Great codex, but time ruins everything, even the Necrons. The new codex turned the Necrons into a

wangsty, sociable, mechanized infantry force, rather than the utterly unyielding yet occasionally

VERY vulnerable juggernaut of destruction they are in this book. Not that some of the new stuff isn't

good, but mostly, I feel this version was far superior.These Necrons were far more fun to play

against in my opinion, with a unique vulnerability compensated for by overwhelming firepower and

durability, and the only Necron player i know uses this book when we have friendly games.Though

my opinions on 40k are generally considered hate speech in regards to Matt Wards work, so take

this with a grain of salt.

As I play a Necron Army I use this book all the time. I agree with the above comments, However,

you can buy a new Necron Codex with all the updated information for 2004 for $20 from Games

workshop. These books are not collectors items, there is no reason to pay $27 for a two year old



outdated book.

When i got this book i was exspecting to just get the stats for the necrons, but when i went throgh

the first pages i learned much more. this book give detales about everything on the necrons from

how to paint them to what good stratagies in a game are. Their is even a part of it that lets you know

how to asemble those modles without instructions. If you think that you can get your codex for free

from some internet site your wrong its more than just stats its a novel.
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